


This term our focus text is ‘Letters 
from the Lighthouse’ by Emma Carroll, 
which is set in WW2. 

“We weren't supposed to be going to 
the pictures that night. We weren't 
even meant to be outside, not in a 
blackout, and definitely not when 
German bombs had been falling on 
London all month like pennies from 
a jar.”

It’s 1941 and the Second World War rages on longer than anyone 
anticipated. Reeling from the death of their father and the 
disappearance of their sister Sukie, Olive and her brother are 
evacuated to the coast of Devon. After discovering a strangely 
coded message that she’s certain has something to do with 
Sukie’s disappearance, Olive embarks on a dangerous adventure 
as she’s determined to get to the bottom of the mystery.





I really like this book because it is all about WW2

and how things happened. -CharlieI am really enjoying this book

because it is quite mysterious and is

a real ‘page turner.’ - Finlay

I have found this book really interesting because it 

has lots of dramatic events that unfold and it is full 

of lots of exciting cliff hangers. - Adam

I have really enjoyed this book 

and I have been desperate to see 

what happens on the next page 

every time we read it! - Poppy

I am really enjoying this book 

because it is full of different 

surprises and it is full of adventures. 

-Katie

This book is very adventurous  and so far my 

favourite character is Cliff – he has a great 

personality and is quite funny. - Darcey

I love this book and 

would highly 

recommend it 

because it teaches 

you about events 

that happened 

during WW2. - Oscar









The Blitz was a German bombing campaign
against the United Kingdom during World War
2. The word Blitz was taken from the German
word Blitzkrieg, meaning lightening war. Every
day and night, from September 1940 to May
1941, bombs were dropped on the major
cities - killing over 40,000 people in total!
During our local history topic, we have looked
into how the Blitz affected the area of
Standish and Wigan.

Our history lessons have taught us that
although Wigan was lucky enough to escape
the barrage of bombs, cities close by such as
Manchester and Liverpool were less lucky.
However, we have enjoyed learning about the
night a stray bomb fell on Greenough Street,
luckily no-one was injured.

As part of our topic, we wrote a description of a Blitz

scene. After watching historical clips of The Blitz, we

made and discussed vocabulary lists about the sights and

sounds of that time.

During English lessons, we have learned to use various

descriptive techniques and have been taught how to use

a semi-colon and a colon.

We also analysed poems about the Blitz and evaluated

the imagery the writer created using powerful poetic

devices. Using literary techniques such as

personification, alliteration, similes and a singular

dramatic word, we have created our own poems about

the Blitz.



We collected 

good examples 

of language and 

vocabulary for 

our poetry…









We learnt about rationing. During

the war, people had to be creative

to form appetising recipes with

their limited food supplies. We

tested out a recipe for a wartime

eggless sponge cake, made with:

flour, sugar, cold brewed tea,

sultanas, all spice and cinnamon.

As part of our enquiry, we also

researched about rationing and

created a fact file reporting our

findings.





I loved baking the cake 

and my role was to add 

the ‘wet’ ingredients and 

mixing it together. - Lexie

When I was actually making 

the cake, it smelled amazing 

and I was really quite excited 

to taste it. However, when I 

tasted the final product I 

thought it was flavourless and 

quite dry. - EllieI really enjoyed the cake and 

thought it was quite soft and 

tasted a little bit like carrot 

cake. - Aeryn

I really enjoyed going in 

to the STEM room to 

make the wartime cake 

and I loved working as a 

team. - Poppy







The children have empathised with the two characters in the story, Olive and Cliff , who like all 

evacuees, were asked to write home to reassure their parent that they were being well looked after 

and were happy in their new home. We looked in particular at the language used in the 1940s and the 

children were asked to incorporate this style of writing into their own postcards. 

In our local history topic, Wigan at War, the children have looked at primary sources of evidence 
recounting the memories of people who either took in evacuees or were evacuated to Wigan. The 
children have learned that the evacuation experience varied greatly from child to child and for many it 
depended entirely upon the host family and how they welcomed the evacuees. Fortunately, it seems 
that most Wiganers were kind-heated and treated the children as their own. 













We looked at the role 

of men in WW2… 

We researched and 

learned about local 

men, from Standish 

and Wigan, who were 

soldiers during WW2.

We used a map of 

Standish to find out 

where these men 

lived.





We learned about 

Adolf Hitler as a 

significant 

individual…



Our DT sewing project – WW2…





















I have really enjoyed the 

challenge of our sewing 

project and I have learned 

lots of new skills and think the 

lessons have been fun. -

Fariya

The sewing project has 

been really good fun and 

I have enjoyed all the 

lessons. Some parts of 

the sewing were quite 

tricky but I am proud of 

the decoration I have 

made. -Harry
I decided to sew a Christmas 

pudding and because I could 

already sew a bit, I didn’t find 

it as challenging as some of the 

other children. -Oliver


